
30 day free trial  & 
12 month subscription license

Direct upload to ODMS Cloud Assign dictations 

Browse your files on the cloud Record & playback
Support for DS2, DSS, WAV, 

and MP3 audio formats

 256-BIT AES encryption
Insert and Overwrite

Recording modes
Available in four languages

    English, German, French and Spanish

ODMS CLOUD
SMART SECURE DICTATION

Introducing the advanced OM SYSTEM Dictation App for iPhone® and Android™, tailored for authors seeking efficiency. Seamlessly capture high-quality
voice recordings from anywhere and instantly send them to the ODMS Cloud subscription service. With the flexibility to not only record but also edit on the
go using Insert and Overwrite features, authors can refine their work effortlessly. Additionally, the app allows for convenient browsing and direct assignment
of files to typists.

DIRECT UPLOAD TO THE CLOUD
The smartphone app features direct uploading to the ODMS Cloud dictation service offering convenience and efficiency. Your typists gain instant access to recordings, enabling
seamless collaboration.  Information such as Author and Worktype ID’s are added to the file when uploaded. You can assign or re-assign dictation via the app to typists on the
cloud dictation service.  This allows  you to delegate dictation tasks quickly, manage assignments from anywhere, and ensure efficient turnaround with transcription.

You can directly access your previously uploaded dictation files on ODMS Cloud through the app. Instantly monitor the upload status, whether the audio files are currently being
transcribed, pending, or completed. You can also filter files by their status, streamlining your dictation management.

SMART RECORDING
The ODMS Cloud smart dictation app offers unique features not typically found elsewhere. Alongside recording and editing capabilities, it enables users to
insert index marks for important sections, add text comments, use preferred Bluetooth microphones, and adjust microphone sensitivity. All features come
with direct cloud connectivity.

The ODMS Smartphone app offers simplicity and full functionality. Record, playback, fast forward, and rewind with ease. Sound levels can be monitored via
the live recording bar. The VCVA function automatically pauses recording during quiet intervals, optimizing space and file size.

ODMS Cloud provides extensive playback support for a variety of file formats including DS2, DSS, WAV, and MP3, ensuring compatibility with diverse
recording preferences. Whether encrypted or unencrypted, users can seamlessly access and review their audio files with ease, enhancing flexibility and
convenience in dictation management.



WEB BROWSER APP

Sleek and simple to use interface.
Simplified view for Authors/ Transcriptionists, only seeing tasks which they created or assigned to them.
Administrators can set up Workflow, manage licenses for users, and create users from the browser.

ADVANCED ROUTING

Administrators can configure workflow easily within the ODMS Cloud Browser App.
Customized routing to Transcriptionists can be configured using Work Type/ Option Item.
Assign Transcriptionist to a group to manage dictation tasks efficiently.  
Document template can be assigned to each workflow setting.

UNIFIED LICENSING.
AUTHOR: ONE LICENCE,TWO DEVICES.

For authors, both the Smartphone App and your dictation recorder are usable with single user license.  However you capture your thoughts, the
process is seamless. 
One type of license for either Authors or Transcriptionists.

SECURE ONLINE STORAGE.

Audio files are stored in our secure online servers. No need for you to maintain local storage with your business infrastructure.  Option to back up all
your files locally for piece of mind.
All protected with HTTPS protocol and two-factor authentication to log in.

ENHANCED SECURITY
The ODMS Cloud smartphone app provides added security with 256-BIT AES encryption when utilized alongside the DSS Pro file format (.DS2),
ensuring user data remains protected from unauthorized access, enhancing confidentiality, and complying with industry standards for secure audio
recording. PCM WAV and MP3 formats are also supported.

Security is the top priority for both you and your business. The ODMS Cloud system guarantees this through end-to-end encryption across all devices.
The web platform operates on HTTPS, encrypting data exchanged between browsers and the website, ensuring protection against tampering, or
interception by malicious parties.

SUBSCRIPTION
ODMS Cloud simplifies budgeting with its subscription-based service, eliminating upfront costs. Each 12-month license not only provides financial
predictability but also includes 5GB of shared storage for seamless collaboration among all users. This ensures efficient resource allocation, cost control,
and enhanced teamwork, fostering productivity and innovation within your organization.  In addition, an author can also use a compatible recorder under
the same license.

Our cloud subscription is available for a 30 day, no obligation free trial. Speak to one of our certified partners within your region to find out more.

INTRODUCING ODMS CLOUD
Leveraging the technological expertise and legacy established by Olympus Dictation, OM SYSTEM's first cloud-based dictation and transcription
solution, is a testament to our commitment to innovation and user-focused design.  
Our system lets you record, share notes instantly, and access transcriptions effortlessly. It's not just a tool; it's a companion transforming speech into text,
anytime, anywhere.  
Whether you're using a PC, a Mac, or a smart device for dictation, our platform bridges the gaps, enabling a seamless workflow that remains
uninterrupted, no matter where you are or what device you're using.


